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LINE CARD 
 
ALPHABET 

ALPHABET Lighting is a brand of parent LEDRA Brands offering 
commercial, specification grade light fixtures and solutions. ALPHABET is 
an American manufacturer, specializing in cutting edge technology for 
general lighting solutions. Offerings include recessed downlights, cylinders, 
highbays, track systems and linear solutions. 

 
ALVA LIGHT 

Offers an attractive and well-designed line of LED architectural light fixtures, 
providing maintenance-free and highly energy-efficient lighting. 

 
ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING WORKS (ALW) 

Specialize in the design and manufacture of linear architectural fixtures and 
custom lighting. By combining quality materials with the use of high 
performance and energy efficient light sources. 

 
ARTEMIDE NORTH AMERICA 

Design-oriented Italian manufacturer of contemporary decorative and 
architectural lighting, which offers aesthetic quality, light distribution control, 
light efficiency and reduced energy consumption products. 

 
BARBICAN 

Focused on developing high quality architectural and custom lighting 
products, all available in a wide range of configurations. 
 

BARN LIGHT 
Known for reviving the time-honored process of crafting porcelain enamel 
lighting, Barn Light Electric is America’s leading manufacturer of vintage-
inspired lighting. With meticulous attention to every detail, their artisans 
handcraft lighting that is rugged, dependable, and stylish.  

 
BEACHSIDE LIGHTING 

Manufacturers of corrosion-resistant high quality landscape lighting fixtures 
and tiki torches. 

 
BEGHELLI NORTH AMERICA 

Provides technologically advanced emergency lighting products and 
luminaires to domestic, industrial and urban safety and security systems.  

 
BOCA FLASHER 

Offers a mix of traditional and advanced LED lighting systems that can be 
integrated into a wide range of scale and complexity installations. 

 
BRUCK LIGHTING  

Bruck Lighting, a LEDRA Brands company, is an American based, 
internationally recognized leader in the development of innovative LED 
lighting systems and fixtures. Offering an extensive range, Bruck continues 
to design new and innovative lighting products. Bruck utilizes the latest in 
technology advancements while keeping the highest standards in product 
aesthetics, quality and safety. Product offerings range from hand blown, 
artisan glass pendants, decorative and accent products as well as 
performance Line voltage LED track and systems. 
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LINE CARD (CONT.) 
 
BYZANTIVM HOSPITALITY  

Leading purveyor in Turkey for custom decorative lighting and wood 
furniture for the hospitality. 

 
CONTRASTE 

Dedicated to top-quality manufacturer from Canada of recessed lighting 
fixtures, flush mounts, pendants, decorative glass lamp pendant shades and 
wall sconces. 

 
DCW ÉDITIONS PARIS 

DCW editions create and re-edit products that are minimalist and chic with 
the durability to last a lifetime. Their products designs have been revamped 
with LED capability and energy efficiency. 

 
DELTA LIGHT USA 

Innovative lighting fixtures from Belgium, that blend ambiance, elegance, 
functionality and design for both interior and exterior lighting.  

 
DESIGNPLAN LIGHTING 

Best known for their highly efficient and quality weather and vandal resistant 
lighting products. As well as architectural fixtures for commercial, outdoor 
and interior lighting, manufactured to stringent European standards.   

 
EDISON PRICE LIGHTING 

Architectural lighting at its best precise, efficient downlight, wallwasher, 
accent and track fixtures for use with LED, compact fluorescent, low voltage, 
incandescent and HID light sources. 

 
ELECTRIC TIME COMPANY 

Custom built clocks, any size for any location. Handcrafted designs as old 
as time and as modern as tomorrow. Tower, post, silhouette, canister, 
carillons, digital & specialty clocks. 

 
ELECTRIX TASK 

Collection of task lighting fixtures used to perform specialized and specific 
jobs. Durable construction fixtures built to withstand any environment with 
flexible necks and reflectors that produces bright, evenly spread white light. 

 
ÉNERGIE LIGHTING 

Offers the top European lighting manufacturers architectural product 
designs. The high levels of lighting performance and efficiency make their 
products to deliver utmost visual comfort while conserving energy 
throughout all the linear, pendant and surface mounted luminaires. 

 
ERCO 

Specializes in architectural lighting guided by 100% LED innovative vision. 
Their indoor and outdoor luminaires, along with the lighting control systems 
constitute an extensive range of lighting equipment for general, 
comprehensive and architectural lighting solutions.  

 
ESTILO 2 

Dedicated to the design and manufacturing of Spanish street lighting and 
urban furniture. Offers modern design and classic lighting based on antique 
lanterns, all made of cast iron and aluminum. These products have been 
adapted to the current needs of security and energy efficiency. 
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LINE CARD (CONT.) 
 
EX-LITE 

Leading LED lighting brand, dedicated to design and manufacture LED 
lighting fixtures with stylish aesthetic appearance and impressive 
outstanding features. They looked to maximize luminaires performance, 
meanwhile keeps the luminaires low profile sleek.  

 
FC LIGHTING 

Manufactures architectural LED lighting for high-end aesthetic 
installations with an incomparable value for quality solutions. By maximizing 
efficiency through minimizing performance-robbing thermal build-up and 
controlling excessive and wasteful beam spread, FC Lighting offers many 
valuable solutions. 

 
FEELUX LIGHTING 

Leading manufacturer of new and inventive high quality architectural, 
cabinet and display lighting fixtures. These products are some of the most 
advanced, viable and energy-efficient electronic ballast and lighting 
systems, for both fluorescent and LED. 

 
FLOS ARCHITECTURAL 

It is the architectural wing of FLOS based in Spain, which offers a 
comprehensive range of aesthetic and technically advanced product 
designs for outdoor and indoor lighting premium solutions. 

 
FLUXWERX 

Synthesize industrial design, optical engineering and LED technology to 
innovatively delivers the optimal balance between energy, atmosphere and 
occupant. A distinctive product offering that breakthrough the proprietary 
anidolic optics technology that offers substantial energy savings, lighting 
quality, and remarkable lifetime. 

 
HOLM 

Offering LED energy efficient line and low voltage lighting fixtures for 
commercial architectural and landscape lighting. 

 
IM DESING CONCEPTS (IMDC) 

Exclusive promoter of some of the finest lighting and furniture designs from 
Europe. 

 
JLC-TECH 

Designs and manufacturers lighting products utilizing LED 
technology, maximizing the energy saving qualities of LED's and marrying 
them to modern, creative and structurally integrated designs for commercial 
spaces. 

 
KLUS 

Manufacturer of aluminum extrusion designs and evolving component 
systems, that integrates flexible LED lighting circuits into the every space.  

 
KUSSER FOUNTAIN WORKS 

Represents the sophisticated natural stone and fountain construction 
technology for both interior and exterior water features. Using just very low 
water pressure any granite object (ring, disc, wheel or sculpture) float 
weightlessly on a thin film of water. 
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LINE CARD (CONT.) 
 
LEGION LIGHTING 

Leading manufacturer and designer of architecturally and commercial 
engineered energy efficient fluorescent and LED lighting fixtures. 
Specification grade, institutional, industrial and hospital lighting products 
meet the highest quality standards.  

 
LIGHTSMITH 

International supplier of specification-grade church, custom, and 
architectural lighting.  Specializes in classical historic lighting restoration and 
preservation, to LED church lighting retrofits and for large-scale custom 
lighting. 

 
LIRON LIGHTING 

Liron Lighting specialize in manufacturing well-engineered and affordable 
LED lighting products for today's lighting experts. These high quality 
products have accommodated commercial business lighting needs, as well 
as provided all the benefits that LED can offer such as: the elimination of 
timely replacement costs, lowered cooling costs, and less electricity usage.  

 
LOUIS POULSEN  

High quality and unique lighting products of Danish design. Work in close 
collaboration with world-renowned architects and designers for a broad 
range of architectural lighting solutions for indoor and outdoor applications. 

 
LUMENART 

Elegant lighting designs that blend into any space. Contemporary fixtures 
that go from precision machined solid aluminum to fabric fixtures for a wide 
variety of aesthetic and lamp choices. 

 
LUMENPULSE 

Develops and manufactures high performance, sustainable architectural 
LED based fixtures and solutions for commercial, institutional and urban 
environments for sustainable interior and exterior lighting. 

 
MERCURY LIGHTING 

Fully integrated manufacturer of fluorescent and HID lighting, as well as 
quick ship LED Fixtures. Offers high performance luminaires for every type 
of commercial, architectural and residential applications. 

 
MINIMIS 

Leads the premium illumination space with the world's most minuscule 
luminaires, features of design and engineering that are individually hand-
crafted to the highest standards of quality. Their luminaires employ only the 
finest, most meticulously selected of all-resistant materials, and custom, 
precision-crafted optics from Milan and Scandinavia.  

 
MOLTO LUCE 

Austrian designed pendants, display lights, wall & ceiling, and linear lights. 
 
ORIGINAL CAST LIGHTING (OCL) 

Architectural Lighting manufacturer of decorative pendants, sconces, 
ceiling, outdoor, pedestal and custom lighting.  
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LINE CARD (CONT.) 
 
OXYGEN LIGHTING 

Premier supplier of architectural finely conceived, well-crafted lighting 
products that deliver style, value, and quality. Fixture selection offers a 
diversity of ceiling lights, pendants, wall sconces, and outdoor wall. 

 
PARAMOUNT INDUSTRIES 

Specializes in manufacturing high quality LED and fluorescent luminaires 
for industrial and commercial applications, making them key elements for 
proper illumination and efficiency. Due to the success of their long-lasting 
products, over the years Paramount luminaires have been specified in 
numerous public transportation, retail, medical, sporting and commercial 
application projects. 

 
RH LIGHTING SOLUTIONS 

RLM design reflectors, high-bays & low-bays, decorative lighting and flood 
lighting. 

 
ROMAN FOUNTAINS 

Pioneering leader in commercial and architectural water fountains and high-
end residential water display systems. Specializes in mechanical, electrical 
and plumbing, while providing a wide range of components including pumps, 
nozzles, filters, vaults, and electrical control panels. 

 
SCHULMERICH CARILLONS 

Electronic & cast bell carillons for churches, town halls and public buildings. 
Extensive title and voice selections.  

 
SHAKESPEARE 

Fiberglass-reinforced composite poles. The product line includes classic 
decorative, round & squares and roadway poles. Composite transmission 
and distribution products poles. 

 
SOLID STATE LUMINAIRES (SSL) 

Solid State Luminaires excels at architectural LED lighting for both indoor & 
outdoor applications. Their products line offers some of the most powerful, 
sophisticated, versatile and high performing efficient LED products with a 
range of optic choices and configurations for numerous solutions to specify. 

 
SPECTRUM LIGHTING 

Manufacturer of specification grade commercial and architectural lighting for 
indoor and outdoor use. Focused in the integration of LED sources, while 
keeping the traditional ones too. 

 
SUN VALLEY LIGHTING 

Offers traditional and classic outdoor elegant lighting. Broad range of cast 
aluminum luminaires, poles, bases, components with a large selection of 
finishes. Unique custom capabilities to meet special customer design 
requests. 

 
TARGETTI  

Manufacturer of sophisticated architectural lighting solutions, which offers a 
wide range of products suitable for many different applications. Targetti is 
characterized by a high level of quality, design, functionality and 
performance with attention to the aesthetic detail and functional needs.  
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LINE CARD (CONT.) 
 
TIMES SQUARE LIGHTING (TSL) 

Leading manufacturer of theatrical systems, architectural and 
display lighting fixtures. 

 
TIVOLI LIGHTING 

Offers custom specialty linear LED based lighting fixtures for architectural, 
signage and auditorium applications. Products are flexible and adaptable 
energy efficient LED systems, for both indoor and outdoor, that meet any 
specific design. 

 
TRAXON TECHNOLOGIES USA 

Global leader in solid state LED lighting and control systems providing 
complete, sustainable and intelligent lighting customized solutions for 
architectural, entertainment, hospitality and retail interiors and facades. 
Maintain high standards with regard to the design, flexibility, functionality, 
quality and reliability of their LED applications. 

 
US ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING  

Site and area lighting that looks sculptural and sophisticated for the 
contemporary outdoor decorative lighting. Right combination of daytime 
aesthetics and nighttime performance. 

 
USAI LIGHTING 

Designs and manufactures sophisticated downlight recessed LED products 
as well as those utilizing a variety of traditional sources, including compact 
fluorescent, metal halide, and low-voltage halogen. Develop small and 
compact cutting edge products that deliver increasing performance and 
energy savings.  

 
VISCO 

Leader in ornamental street poles, luminaires and decorative traffic signal 
structures made of iron castings. 

 
VIVID LEDS 

Offers a complete source for LED replacement lamps and fixtures, whether 
it is commercial, retail, industrial, residential or architectural lighting 
applications. 

 
XAL USA 

Austrian manufacturer of luminaires and lighting systems for retail, office, 
hotel and residential spaces, available in different sizes and mounting 
options. Combination of efficient architectural lighting and design aesthetic, 
ideal for projects that demand high quality fluorescent and LEDs products. 

 


